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Bring back your space invaders memories with flashy explosions and twitchy sounds. If you loved Space Invaders back then,
then you'll fall in love again with this one too. Just play it.. The gameplay is fine but $20 for a remastered game with less
features than previous iterations (no online multiplayer, no key rebinding, no V-Sync, no multiple resolution) is not something
I've recommend. Lack of playerbase is not a good incentive to compete in leaderboards, this game was somehow unnoticed by
big STG communities. Also I'm having some weird FPS drop problem (GTX 1070) wich is very annoying. Posted this issue on
Steam forums and got my post moved away for it to be unnoticed. Not that I care much about mods, but it felt very rude. I will
ask for a refund and might rebuy later at better price.. I was expecting a port of original PSP or combination of DS, but what I
got was rehashed graphic PSP with mediocre sound track. If you like aiming highscores and compete on leader board this game
will be great, but if you were looking for a AAA soundtrack that was on original PSP it is not here. I'd suggest looking at
Youtube for before purchase.. The only reason I can't recommend this game is because of its always online DRM.. i hope they
gonna remaster space invaders extreme 2 one of my most favorite games ive ever played on nintendo ds. Very good port from
the PSP, and other related systems this game was on in the previous gen, but would be perfect if it could be played offline.
Think twice before buying if you do not like online-only video-games.. Now we will await the sequel as well to get on Steam.
The DS reimagining that dominated my summer of 2008 is back with a vengeance, mechanically and aesthetically strong as
ever. The elaborate scoring system is well worth mastering and will give you a deep appreciation for the artfully crafted enemy
waves on every screen of the game, but even as a casual experience without that sort of pretension, it's a wholly playable and
beatable game and an overall engrossing, bombastic ride backed by a fantastic soundtrack. While few people may seriously play
Space Invaders compared to some of its other retro contemporaries, as a new take on an old formula, it holds its own against the
likes of Pac-Man Championship Edition and Championship Edition DX as one of the best clasically-styled arcade experiences
you can play today.

Space Invaders Extreme Soundtrack out now : The official sountrack is out now thanks to Zuntata on both iTunes and Spotify
including all the tracks from both the Steam and Nintendo DS tracks (the latter with improved sound quality to match the Steam
version) Teaser iTunes Spotify Tracklist ExtrEmE (MENU) 2:05 invAde yOu (Stage1) 3:41 Outbreak (Stage2) 3:34 Regress
(Stage3A) 4:19 Progress (Stage3B) 3:58 Gradation (Stage4A) 5:01 Harum (Stage4B) 4:17 Shatter (Stage4C) 3:48 rEpulse mE
(Stage5A) 3:18 Rave Lovers from Outer Space (Stage5B) 3:34 Future Extreme 20XX (Stage5C) 3:32 Zero Hour (Stage5D) 4:27
intErnal (RESULT) 2:19 Congratulations (ENDING) 0:41 Tell us which your favourite tracks is in the comments (mine is
Congratulations; worth finishing the game just to hear it!). Kung hei fat choi & Happy Lunar New Year!! : It's time for the
Lunar New Year and to celebrate, we have the following titles on sale! Check out some of our Chinese localised titles: These
titles don't feature Chinese, but they are fun!. Space Invaders Day Score Contest Results! : Well, we had quite a battle at the
weekend! I thought TaosukeFox had clinched it with their 3.9m score, but then wr01r came in at 4m+ and an even higher score
of 4.2m near the end, but foggmanatic snuck in at the end with a staggering 5 million points! mtyankovich in 3rd climbed from
3m to over 4m, securing themelves 3rd place overall.. Space Invaders Extreme Soundtrack out now : The official sountrack is
out now thanks to Zuntata on both iTunes and Spotify including all the tracks from both the Steam and Nintendo DS tracks (the
latter with improved sound quality to match the Steam version) Teaser iTunes Spotify Tracklist ExtrEmE (MENU) 2:05 invAde
yOu (Stage1) 3:41 Outbreak (Stage2) 3:34 Regress (Stage3A) 4:19 Progress (Stage3B) 3:58 Gradation (Stage4A) 5:01 Harum
(Stage4B) 4:17 Shatter (Stage4C) 3:48 rEpulse mE (Stage5A) 3:18 Rave Lovers from Outer Space (Stage5B) 3:34 Future
Extreme 20XX (Stage5C) 3:32 Zero Hour (Stage5D) 4:27 intErnal (RESULT) 2:19 Congratulations (ENDING) 0:41 Tell us
which your favourite tracks is in the comments (mine is Congratulations; worth finishing the game just to hear it!). Space
Invaders Extreme v1.0.1 : We have a quick update for your invading pleasure: Minor localisation fixes Adjusted an error
message Fixed several minor bugs If you experience any problems, please check here .. Space Invaders Day Score Contest! :
That's right, June 16th is Space Invaders Day, commemorating the day when that classic game was first active in arcades 40
years ago.
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